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Objective
To detect multiple significant spatial clusters of disease in case-
control point event data using the Autonomous Leaves Graph
(ALG) and the spatial scan statistic.

Introduction
Ordering-based approaches (1,2) and quadtrees (3) have been
introduced recently to detect multiple spatial clusters in point
event datasets. The ALG (4) is an efficient graph-based data
structure to handle the communication of cells in discrete
domains. This adaptive data structure was favorably compared
to common tree-based data structures (quadtrees). An addi-
tional feature of the ALG data structure is the total ordering of
the component cells through a modified adaptive Hilbert curve,
which links sequentially the cells (the orange curve in the
example of Fig. 1).

Methods
We combine ordering-based approaches with the ALG structure
to identify multiple clusters in case-control datasets, in a five-
step procedure. In the first step, we subdivide adaptively the
domain into square cells (blue squares in Fig. 1), with controls
(pink points) and cases (little dotted black squares). In the
second step, the cell’s ordering given by the Hilbert curve is used
to sequentially join cells with the highest proportion of cases
over controls. This produces loose groups of higher than average
rates of disease. The adjacent groups thus formed are themselves

united, according to certain criteria, into larger groups in the
third step, forming the cluster candidates. In the fourth step,
Kulldorff’s spatial scan statistic is computed for each group, and
the clusters are ranked. Finally the cases are randomized, and
steps 1�4 are repeated. That is done hundreds of times to
compute the significance of each cluster. Only significant
clusters are reported.

Results
As an application, we find clusters of dengue fever for Lassance
City, in southeast Brazil, 2010 (5). Fig. 1 shows the three
significant clusters found, displayed as the three green patches.

Conclusions
The previous adaptive subdivision of the domain is essential to
define more homogeneous regions within the study area.

Also, instead of just applying some ordering-based approach,
our method introduces an intermediate step (step 3) to combine
the separated regions of high incidence. Those two features
produce more reliable clusters, compared with the usual order-
ing-based methods.
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Fig. 1. The three most likely clusters of dengue fever.
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